
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

One Team, One Brand, One Ecosystem: in 2020, 

ACOEM is accelerating and becoming an essential 

partner to build 4.0 maintenance! 

 

 

 

 

Lyon, June 18, 2020. ACOEM continues its development in the field of predictive maintenance for 

French manufacturers. Since the acquisition of FIXTURLASER in 2014, the company has taken a new 

step by integrating the teams of its distributor in France, FIXTURLASER FRANCE, to create profitable 

synergies for its customers: a multidisciplinary team from diagnosis to corrective, vibration analysis 

to laser alignment. The company takes the opportunity to simplify its image by adopting a single 

brand, ACOEM, bringing together all of the group's brands. This desire for simplicity joins that of its 

new RT-300 ecosystem launched in January, for the augmented mechanic. 

Focus on an actor who advocates augmented humans with connected technologies. 

One Team: the integration of Fixturlaser France strengthens the synergies of ACOEM 
ACOEM continues its dynamics of integration with the teams of Fixturlaser France. With 30 years of 

experience in the French industry, more than 4,000 customers benefit from expertise in vibration 

and alignment. These predictive maintenance solutions include the acquisition, processing, analysis 

and display of data via powerful and easy-to-use web interfaces. Maintenance operators can focus on 

their missions and decision-making, essential in a post-Covid context with management of complex 

teams combining downtime and social distancing. 

 

One Brand: access to all of the group's solution 
 
ACOEM takes a new step in 2020 with the consolidation of all of its brands under a single unique                   

ACOEM brand. On the one hand, for simplicity towards its customers and distributors (nearly 160               

worldwide) by becoming a single supplier. On the other hand, the “orange wave” offers numerous               

solutions to industrials and cities with the development of intelligent platforms and environmental             

monitoring. Just as many experiences to share for all the activity sectors that the company foucses:                

energy, wind, construction, process industry, factories.  

https://www.fixturlaser.fr/


An ecosystem for the augmented mechanic: the alliance of vibration monitoring and laser                         
alignment for a 2 in 1 offer! 
 
ACOEM launched in January a new ecosystem for the augmented mechanic RT-300. This mobile and               

connected solution simplifies the process and provides all relevant information proactively to make             

the right decisions during maintenance operations.  

The combination of instantaneous diagnostic tools, precision lineage and cloud connectivity for            

reporting and access to history on the same support make RT-300 an absolutely unique 4.0               

maintenance solution on the market . With a detailed machine health report, the time between the                

decision and the intervention of a maintenance operator is shortened to its maximum, thus ensuring               

production performance and quality. 
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ACOEM Group - Géraldine Daumas - +33 (0) 6 65 95 71 12 - geraldine.daumas@acoem.com 

 

About ACOEM Group 

Reducing your environmental impact 

Founded in 2011 following the sale by AREVA of the activities of 01dB- METRAVIB, the ACOEM group specializes in the                    

measurement, analysis and monitoring of environmental parameters. The ACOEM Group is committed to sustainable              

development and helps companies and public authorities to limit their environmental impact, by offering them products and                 

services that: 

● prevent and control environmental pollution (air, noise and vibration) 

● to increase the productivity and reliability of industrial machinery 

● contribute to the design of efficient, quiet and robust products 

● to protect people, sites and vehicles in theaters of operation. 

 

The ACOEM group is based in Limonest, France and generates annual sales of more than 100 million euros. Currently, it                    

employs 750 people worldwide. acoem.com 

EVOLEM has been supporting and accompanying ACOEM since 2011 as part of its strategy of incubating ETI platform, with an                    

entrepreneurial, responsible approach and a long-term vision of investment. evolem.com 

 

 

 

 

https://www.acoem.com/smart-industry/augmented-mechanics/
http://www.acoem.com/
http://www.acoem.com/
http://www.evolem.com/
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